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Time was moving unhurriedly, and since Old Black had received Sally's call, he had organized all the forces he could at
his disposal at the first opportunity.

Jiang Hao, who was at the villa, naturally noticed that things were unusual, so he looked at Old Black who was hurriedly
preparing to leave and said, "What's going on here?"

Old Black looked at Jiang Hao and then first hesitated for a moment. Then he spoke, "How is your body recovering
now?"

Jiang Hao smiled at Old Black after moving around a little, "Basically, I've almost recovered, why, is there any action?"

With a slight nod, Old Black gestured for Jiang Hao to hurry into the car, which also had twenty beast guards sitting
inside. They were as silent as a rock with masks on their faces.

Jiang Hao sat in the car and gave them a somewhat squirming look, not knowing why he preferred them to the beast
guards. Jiang Hao preferred to deal with Shen Tianyang's men.

That day in Shen Wennian's courtyard, Jiang Hao watched the beast guards die at Shen Wennian's hands, but didn't say
a word, and the people around him didn't seem to be much touched by seeing that scene.

This made Jiang Hao feel a little puzzled about them all, could these people in front of him really be called human?

After a few moments Ning Kun also got into the car with the package in his hand, then instructed the person in front to
drive, while walking, he took out a miniature computer from inside the package.

He then turned the computer on and said with a grave expression, "There is some trouble, it seems that Sally's convoy to
Chujiang was intercepted on the airport highway, I don't know who the other party is. But we should be able to deduce
that."

Hearing this Old Black spoke without concern while wearing his equipment, "Who else could it be, that day when Shen
Wennian left he left alone, his son Shen Qingshu disappeared, maybe he was the one who came back to look for his son."

Jiang Hao was a little surprised to hear this and glanced at Old Black, then spoke in confusion, "If that's the case, isn't it
good for them to sneak in, why do they have to intercept Sally with so much fanfare?"

Ning Kun and old black after a moment of hesitation shook his head, as if Jiang Hao said that, if Shen Wennian sneak in
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But he went to intercept Sally's convoy with such fanfare. The consequence is that his name will be engraved on the creed
of the thirteen sections, and every one of them will remember him fondly!

Such a consequence would obviously be too much for Shen Wennian to bear, but if it wasn't Shen Wennian, who else
would have had the guts to make such a scene in the northern capital?

Just as the crowd fell into silence, the mobile phone on Jiang Hao's body suddenly rang, and he took it out and looked
at it to see that it was Lin Yan calling.

Old Black looked at the complicated look on Jiang Hao's face and laughed lightly twice before speaking, "I advise you to
answer the phone, or else Missy will be angry again."

Looking at the flirtation on Old Black's face, Jiang Hao nodded somewhat helplessly. Then he picked up the phone and
spoke, "Hello, Lin Yan. What's wrong?"

On the other side of the phone Lin Yan didn't know what she was doing, first a noise rang out before she spoke, "I'm here
at the airport highway right now, someone is stopping Sally here. Quickly inform her to leave!"

Hearing this, Jiang Hao felt his hands and feet go a little cold for a moment and hurriedly spoke, "What did you say! You
have to get out of there, it's

It's very dangerous there!"

Old Black and Ning Kun were sitting beside Sally and had obviously heard what Lin Yan had just said. Instantly, they too
became a little nervous!

Honestly, they weren't too worried about Sally, because she had at least ten beast guards with her, so even if something
went wrong, she could still hold out for a while!

But Lin Yan had no one with her, and if they caught her, the consequences would be unimaginable!

Old Black grabbed Jiang Hao's mobile phone and looked at the phone number on it and said in a deep voice: "Lin Yan,
Miss Lin, get out of there now, it's very dangerous there, do you hear me?"

Another clamour followed over the phone. There was also a burst of screams coming through!

Ning Kun was so impatient that he slammed his mouth across the cab and said angrily, "Can't you drive any faster. Why
did I only find out today why you're so stupid!"

Old Black looked at the phone and called out twice, but all it showed was that the other party had already hung up the
phone!

Jiang Hao looked at the phone and his heart instantly became a little cold. After he and Old Black looked at each other,
Old Black saw the dead air in Jiang Hao's eyes.

So he hurriedly reached out and patted Jiang Hao's shoulder and said comfortingly, "Don't worry. It'll be fine, we'll be
able to make it, don't worry, don't worry!"

Just as Old Black said this, Jiang Hao's mobile phone rang again, and he hurriedly picked up the phone and said, "Hey,
Lin Yan, hurry up and leave now, do you hear me? Hurry up and go!"

The phone was silent for a moment, then Elder Lin's somewhat old voice rang out in confusion, "What did you just say,
how did you know that Yan'er was leaving today?"

After saying this, Elder Lin laughed with some emotion, "I really can't understand you youngsters nowadays, Miss Sally
has also left, Yan'er is also leaving with her, now you are the only one in the North Mansion, ah."

Listening to the tone of Elder Lin's words, it seemed that the other party had not yet noticed that Lin Yan was suffering
from a threat to her life at this time.

Jiang Hao felt a little anxious in his heart, but he didn't dare to say it directly to Elder Lin, so he could only laugh dryly
and said, "No, this, I don't know how to say it."

A bitter smile appeared on Elder Lin's face after hearing this, then he shook his head and said, "Forget it if you don't know
how to say it, just think about it, who is more important."

After saying this, Elder Lin hung up the phone, looking at him, this call was for Jiang Hao to think about whether Sally
was more important or Lin Yan was more important.

Old Hei and Ning Kun looked at the look on Jiang Hao's face, both of their faces were acting a bit strange.

Even Jiang Hao could sense that these beast guards around himself, who were as silent as a rock, were also staring at him
closely like a group of curious babies at this moment.

It looked as if everyone was waiting for his answer, yet only he knew in his own heart that both were important to him!

Such an answer might seem a bit crummy, but Jiang Hao really had no choice.

After a long period of silence in the car, Old Black spoke with a hint of emotion, "After living for so long I finally
understand why I don't have a girlfriend, it looks like it's not just a matter of face."
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Ning Kun faintly glanced at Old Black and spoke with a light smile, "Of course, there is also the matter of character as

well as strength, as if you are not as strong as the one in front of you. So you can't do the same things as the one in front
of you."
The originally somewhat heavy atmosphere became slightly lighter under the two people joking with each other, and
Jiang Hao's heart followed and relaxed a little.
But thinking that Lin Yan was there at the moment, he couldn't help but speak up a little nervously, "Can you go a little
faster. I'm worried that Lin Yan will be hurt by then."

Old Black put on his armor, then took out two more from behind him and tossed them to Ning Kun and Jiang Hao and
said, "Don't worry about it. Since the other side's target is the old boss, they shouldn't cause any trouble."

The first thing that happened was that Sally's caravan was already stopped on the highway, and more than ten beast guards
put down the urns of their fellow soldiers.
A dozen or so of the beast guards put down the ashes of their own cohorts and joined in to protect Sally, the whole twenty
or so guarding the vehicle in which Sally was riding, not allowing any of them to get close.
Although Sally was safe inside the car, she could see her subordinates dying one by one outside!
Shen Wennian, Chen Shilong and Zhao Tianzhong burst in viciously in a pincushion formation, opening a gap in the
process for the men they were leading to follow.
In just an instant, they disrupted the formation protecting Sally. Only a few of the beast guards were still able to stand by
the car, but they too were quickly taken care of by Chen Shilong and Zhao Tianzhong.
Shen Wennian stood at a distance and took a slight glance at this side, and a look of envy emerged in his eyes.
If his men could have such subordinates, why would he be afraid of Sally.
When he thought that he was now just a dog under Shen Tianyang, Shen Wennian's heart felt a bit uncomfortable.
After watching Chen Shilong and Zhao Tianzhong slowly finish off the last two beast guards, Shen Wennian slowly
walked up in a black trench coat.
He stood in front of Sally's car and looked at Sally who was sitting inside and said with a smile, "Miss, aren't you
coming out yet?

Zhao Tianzhong and Chen Shilong laughed after hearing this, and then they looked at each other before walking up and
unlocking the car door.
Sally was sitting in the car with her hands on her chest and legs crossed. Looking at them with a somewhat disdainful
expression.
"If you guys could be a little more Shen, maybe I would have taken the initiative to get out of the car, it's really hard for
me to have a look at you guys when you're as rough as you are."

A flash of fury surfaced in Zhao Tianzhong's eyes the moment he saw Sally: "Tell me quickly, what happened to my
brother by you guys, where is he!"

Although Chen Shilong acted more reserved, the look in his eyes was no better than Zhao Tianzhong's.
Shen Wennian walked over slowly and calmly, then sat down in the car and looked at Sally and said, "It's okay if you

don't say anything. We have plenty of time to talk, especially with a beautiful woman like you. We have plenty of ways
to communicate with you."

A flash of anger flashed in Sally's eyes at these words, and she turned her head sharply to look at Shen Wennian: "If you
could act a little less like a bereaved dog, I wouldn't mind even if I took you away, but right now you just don't look
appetizing!"
At this moment, Shen Wennian could indeed be described as a dog in distress. The Northern House Shen family had been
defeated, and his own son had run away to who knows where.
The reason why Shen Wennian had never allowed his son to enter the martial arts circle was that he did not want him to
have anything to do with what had happened back then.
However, it was not expected that because of this, Shen Wennian's life and death would be unknown today. Even if he
knew a little something Shen Wennian would not be so worried as he is now.
Hearing Sally's words, a furious Shen Wennian reached out and grabbed Sally's hair and shouted, "Are you going to tell
me or not, you bitch!"

As soon as the words left his mouth, a female voice suddenly came from afar: "Stop it!"
Lin Yan was carrying a spanner in her hand that she had retrieved from the trunk of her car, and then looked at Shen
Wennian and his group as they slowly rushed up, looking as if they wanted to use the spanner to smash one of them
down.
Chen Shilong glanced at Sally with some confusion, then looked at the blushing and panting Lin Yan wondering; "What,
is this your friend?"

Sally looked at Lin Yan's appearance and a look of surprise flashed across her eyes. But she quickly reacted.
With a flat expression, she spoke, "If you guys are doing this, anyone with a little bit of conscience will stand up and stop
you, right?"

But just as Sally said these words. Shen Wennian looked up at Lin Yan, who was slowly rushing over, and then laughed
out loud.
"Yo. Isn't this my unmarried daughter-in-law, how could I run into her here. Hahaha, what a coincidence!"
After saying this, a hint of hatred flashed in Shen Wennian's eyes, if it wasn't for Lin Yan's words, how could their Shen
family have suffered a series of blows leading to him becoming the way he is now!
He had never felt it before, but now he realised that everything had started because of this woman!
So Shen Wennian looked at Lin Yan and said to Zhao Tianzhong, "Get that woman and let's go, we can't stay here
forever, someone will be here soon after such a big incident!"

Zhao Tianzhong turned his head to look at Lin Yan, then nodded his head and planned to rush over, fortunately Sally
hurriedly called out, "If you dare to grab her, I won't reveal anything you want to know even if I die!"

Hearing this, Zhao Tianzhong looked at Sally and said with a fierce smile, "If you don't tell me, do you believe I will
chew her up a little and swallow her bones?"

Hearing this, Chen Shilong looked at Zhao Tianzhong and frowned, as if he had really done such a thing before and said,
"Don't talk about your old habits, treat women with a bit of decency and gentlemanliness, at least use a knife and fork."
Hearing this Shen Wennian and Zhao Tianzhong laughed arrogantly, and then Zhao Tianzhong grabbed Lin Yan and
walked up to Sally.
"Miss Sally, do you want to come down yourself or do we escort you down, make a choice, there are not many
opportunities like this while I am in a good mood!"

Sally grunted and stepped out of the car, then stood on the road looking at her subordinates and the blood streaked across
the road.
"Trust me, you will regret doing this and you will definitely pay for it."
Shen Wennian gave Sally a vicious slap: "The price? I have paid the price long ago, you know it best!"
After saying this he grabbed Sally's hair and made her look carefully at the dead man on the ground.
"Take a good look, take a good look, these are the people who died because of you, they all died because of you!"
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A slight flash of pain crossed Sally's face as he pulled her by the hair, but still she looked at the dead men with
seriousness.
Simply because she wanted to remember them, as Sally rarely spoke to them, even when they died in silence, Sally didn't
say anything.
At least let them stay in her head. At least let herself remember what all these people who had died to protect her looked
like.
Zhao Tianzhong and Chen Shilong looked at Sally sorrowfully as she sneered, the two of them glanced at each other
imperceptibly, it was almost time.
According to the time they had expected beforehand, Sally's support should be arriving soon now!
As expected, just as this thought surfaced in Chen Shilong's mind. In the distance, more than twenty men rushed over, led
by Old Black, whom they had fought before!
Zhao Tianzhong had placed a small camera on his chest when he wasn't looking and waited until Old Black and the
others were rushing over. Then he turned on the camera and faced them!

"Yo, isn't this Old Black, next to him seems to be Jiang Hao, right, our boss misses you so much!"
Jiang Hao, Old Black and Ning Kun, who was sitting in the car monitoring the scene, all three noticed at the same time
that Lin Yan was actually being held by Zhao Tianzhong!
Jiang Hao almost couldn't resist the urge to rush up, but fortunately it was Old Black who hurriedly stopped him, then he
looked at Sally in Shen Wennian's hand and frowned.
"What do you want, say it, I will satisfy you if I can, please let the old boss and that young lady go!"
Zhao Tianzhong grabbed Lin Yan's neck and lifted it up and looked around for a moment, watching an unnatural blush
appear on Lin Yan's face from suffocation.
He laughed twice before speaking, "I'm a bit reluctant to let go of what to do, she looks like she's delicious eh, hahaha!"
Chen Shilong shrugged his shoulders before waving his hand, "Old rival, you don't look like you did when we first met
now. How come you suddenly became so gutless and courageous?"

After saying this, Chen Shilong looked at Jiang Hao somewhat casually and then laughed, "You just said you could meet
all our demands, right?

When Jiang Hao heard this, his blood rushed to the surface and he pointed at Zhao Tianzhong and cursed, "Bastard, let Lin
Yan go or I'll break your bones inch by inch!"

Zhao Tianzhong looked at Jiang Hao's anxious look and his face became even more smiling, laughing wildly twice
before shaking his hand around Lin Yan's neck twice.
"Be a little more desperate and maybe I'll obey you, hahaha, you look really powerless now!"
Shen Wennian had felt a little uncomfortable since Old Black had brought people here, he had originally thought that as
soon as he robbed Sally, he would immediately leave the place and then find a place to take his time to interrogate before
thinking of a solution.
But when he saw Sally, he unwittingly lost track of time. He just wanted to humiliate her and make her feel what he felt
that day!
As a result, such a delay had allowed Sally's men to seize the opportunity, and now that the two sides were facing each
other here, the longer it took, the worse it would be for him!
Thinking of this, Shen Wennian choked Sally and looked at Old Black and said; "Let's make a deal, two for two, you
bring my son and Jin Shengwu here and I'll let Sally and Lin Yan go, how about that?"

Jiang Hao listened and was about to say yes when Old Black struck Jiang Hao in the neck with a fierce hand.

Without waiting for Jiang Hao to ask, he whispered in Jiang Hao's ear, "Don't promise, we can't even find his son now,
let alone them. And as for Jin Shengwu, he died of his wounds long ago, and there is probably not even a bit of ash left
now!"
Hearing these two words, Jiang Hao looked at Old Black with a surprised expression. He couldn't have imagined that
things would turn out like this.
Old Black took a deep breath before raising his hands and stepping forward to look at Shen Wennian and spoke, "You
want your son no problem, but we haven't found him yet either, so how can we hand him over to you?"

After saying this, he turned his head to look at Chen Shilong and Zhao Tianzhong and said with a smile, "As for you,
brother Jin Shengwu is still seriously injured and is in the hospital, so how can we bring him to you?"

Chen Shilong and Zhao Tianzhong looked at each other after. They both saw a hint of worry in each other's eyes,
thinking that Old Black's words were a bit watery.
Among them, Zhao Tianzhong had the deepest relationship with Jin Shengwu, the two had been partners with each other
for more than ten years, much longer than even Chen Shilong!
At this moment, listening to Old Black's words, Zhao Tianzhong obviously smelled a bad smell from it!
The brutal nature of him reached out and grabbed Lin Yan's arm as he looked viciously at Old Black and said angrily,
"You want to play right. You want to play with me right, fine! I'll play with you slowly today!"
As Zhao Tianzhong's words fell, a miserable scream and a roar of rage, interspersed with a desperate "No", resounded
through the sky.

Jiang Hao watched as Zhao Tianzhong broke Lin Yan's arm, and he watched as Jiang Hao's old blackness was so shaken
and disoriented that he let out a quick laugh.
"Don't you guys want to play, fine, keep playing, I'll play with you slowly, give me back my brother!"
Chen Shilong also put away the fake smile on his face at this time, and looked grimly at Old Black after a long time of
silence before licking the corner of his mouth.
"I can give you three minutes to let me see my brother. Otherwise, after three minutes, her other arm is likely to have the
same encounter."

Old Black looked at Lin Yan, who had fainted from the pain, in shock. At this moment, Lin Yan looked like a delicate
butterfly, but one that had half of its wings torn off.
Ning Kun sat inside the car with tears already dissatisfied on his face, and at the corner of his mouth a muttered everyone
screamed, "This group of beasts! This group of beasts!"

Sally, who was held in Shen Wennian's hand, looked at Lin Yan who was unconscious. Suddenly, she laughed in a low
voice, and slowly the laughter became louder and louder.
For some reason, Sally, who was originally supposed to be just an ordinary person. As the laughter was released, it even
made Shen Wennian feel a little uneasy.
He then punched Sally's head with his hand and said angrily, "No laughing! No laughing! I said you're laughing, you
stinking woman!"

As Old Black watched Lin Yan lose her arm and Sally being punched in the head by Shen Wennian, he felt so much pain
that he could hardly breathe!
At that very moment, everyone in the room suddenly felt that something was wrong!
They unconsciously shifted their eyes to Jiang Hao's body, because for some reason, Jiang Hao's whole body seemed to
have broken free from gravity and slowly rose up in the air.
At the same time, they all sensed that a powerful force was speeding through Jiang Hao's body!
"Do you like pain, then feel the pain."

